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New Issues
es, participants and masters of the many sessions that led to what 
they play today, Herbert and crew are somewhat younger and on an 
earlier part of that journey. Herbert has around 15 years experience 
as a professional Jazzer, having played with Earland, Harrell, etc. 
So at least that’s true of Herbert himself. This is his second release, 
from what I can tell. It’s a good effort overall, but Herbert seems 
plagued by intonation difficulties and a rather dull tone, frankly.

The opener is the swinging “Look into the Abyss.” Herbert is on 
it for this more or less modal thing. Piano gives out with Tyneresque 
comping and then a solo in the idiom. This could have been record-
ed in 1960 or so. The following “Maharishi” gives us a Bossa thing 
with a striving outward. Herbert gets a sophisticated solo going 
with a modal base. Then there’s “I’m Down,” a mid-slow Blues in 
a reminiscent Trane bag. Herbert’s solo has that sound and note 
choice, but dull tone and intonation tarnish the performance. He 
builds his solo with some sheets of sound—not as good (fleet) as 
Trane, however. “The Tree of Life” provides another Tranish flavor 
on what could be an old Prestige track—only it isn’t.

It is a shame if this session is a product of Herbert on a less 
than stellar day. I have nothing to compare it with, so will not elabo-
rate further. Good try.

Grego Applegate Edwards

zONA DE DESFRAGMENTACIÓN II
JAzzORCA RECORDS
1) GERMÁN BRINGAS - 

SIM BRINGAS
E2 (PODER INDIGENTE)

JAzzORCA 1

el CHiMA / tren Al vestidor / Poder indiGente / soMBrA 
oPuestA / el ejerCito MorAdo / fresA neGrA / MAf-ufo / surf 
sAx / el jueGo del trAduCtor / lA PiedrA / lA señAl / MAte en 

6 / e2 / visión AniMAl / los jefes / tA. 77:06.

G. Bringas, tpt, kybds, rds; S. Bringas, d. 11/05, 2/07. Mexico.

2) GERMÁN BRINGAS 
- SIM BRINGAS

zONA DE 
DESFRAGMENTACIÓN 

(CANCIONES DE AMOR 
PARA LAS yUBARTA)

JAzzORCA 2

ZonA de desfrAGMentACión / en el BosQue de lA CAsA / Mi 
CABeZA, Antes… / Güero CAnelo / lo liGero / lo duro / Pies 

nuBe / el AstronAutA / MensAje CAPsulAr / HerMAnos del 
esPACio / Mi CABeZA, desPués… 35:03.

G. Bringas, tpt, ts, as, ss, banjo, perc; S. Bringas, congas, bongo, güiro, 
bata, djembe. 2003, 2/07. Mexico.

Jimmy Stewart by Gerard Futrick


